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Abstract

Reflectionless potentials for classical or matter waves represent an important class of scattering-

less systems encountered in different areas of physics. Here we mathematically demonstrate that

there is a family of non–Hermitian potentials that—in contrast to their Hermitian counterparts—

remain reflectionless even when deformed in space or time. These are the profiles that satisfy

the spatial Kramers–Kronig relations. We start by considering scattering of matter waves for the

Schrödinger equation with an external field, where a moving potential is observed in the Kramers-

Henneberger reference frame. We then generalise this result to the case of electromagnetic waves,

by considering a slab of reflectionless material that is both scaled and has its centre displaced as

an arbitrary function of position. We analytically and numerically demonstrate that the back–

scattering from these profiles remains zero, even for extreme deformations. Our results indicate

the supremacy of non-Hermitian Kramers-Kronig potentials over reflectionless Hermitian poten-

tials in keeping their reflectionless property under deformation, and could find applications to e.g.

reflectionless optical coatings of highly deformed surfaces based on perfect absorption.
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† stefano.longhi@polimi.it
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I. INTRODUCTION

In classical mechanics, a spatially varying potential V (x) causes a particle to accelerate

with a force −∇V (x). In quantum mechanics the particle is replaced by a wave, and

the spatial variation of the potential not only causes a wave packet to accelerate, but also

generates reflection. Typically, the more rapid the change of the potential the more reflection

there is. Yet there are some spatial variations of the potential that do not lead to any

reflection at all. The most interesting of these are potentials that vary rapidly in space

(compared to the wavelength), and remain reflectionless for all particle energies.

The known reflectionless potentials can be divided into two broad classes: Hermitian and

non–Hermitian. The reflectionless Hermitian potentials are real valued and include well–

known examples such as the Pöschl–Teller and Kay–Moses potentials [1–3], which can be

related to inverse scattering theory [4], the solitons of the Kortweg–de Vries equation [5],

and the theory of supersymmetric quantum mechanics [6]. It is worth mentioning that

while the Pöschl–Teller potential has been a theoretical curiosity for a long time, it is has a

natural physical realisation in magentism: exchange spin waves (which obey a Schrödinger

like equation) do not reflect from domain walls because the effect of the domain wall is

equivalent to that of a Pöschl–Teller potential (see e.g. [7]).

In contrast, the reflectionless non–Hermitian potentials contain regions of space where the

wave is dissipated or amplified. In quantum physics, non-Hermitian (complex) potentials

generally arise in effective Hamiltonian descriptions of open quantum systems [8] or in parity-

time (PT) symmetric extensions of quantum mechanics [9, 10]. Such potentials have also an

equivalent in any wave theory, most of which are not restricted to be Hermitian. For example,

a complex reflectionless potential V (x) in quantum physics is equivalent to a complex valued

graded permittivity profile ε(x) in optics that does not reflect electromagnetic waves (for one

or both polarizations), whatever the angle of incidence. In optics, a complex permittivity

profile ε(x) simply describes a dielectric medium possessing spatial regions with optical gain

and loss. In particular, the class of PT–symmetric non–Hermitian potentials have attracted

great interest in recent years. This largely originates from the work of Bender [9, 10],

who showed that operators with real spectra are not necessarily Hermitian. PT–symmetric

potentials have since been translated into optics and acoustics where it has been realised

that such potentials can be perfectly transparent for waves incident from one side [11–16],
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an effect that has been confirmed in recent experiments [16–19].

Another class of reflectionless non–Hermitian potentials are those that satisfy the spatial

Kramers–Kronig relations [20–23] (see also the work of Milton [24] on ‘analytic materials’).

These complex potentials do not reflect waves incident from one side of the potential, in-

dependent of parameters such as the energy (in quantum mechanics), or angle of incidence

and frequency (in optics or acoustics). Similar behaviour was anticipated by Berry [26] and

Milton [27] in their analysis of wave propagation through periodic media, but more generally

comprise an enormous family of reflectionless, invisible [21, 22] and even bi–directionally in-

visible [25] potentials. One of these profiles was recently experimentally realised by Jiang,

Ma, and coworkers [28], mapping the frequency response of a metamaterial structure onto

space, converting the frequency domain Kramers–Kronig relations into spatial ones.

In this work we are concerned with the question of whether reflectionless potentials re-

main reflectionless even when they are deformed in space or time (c.f. Fig.1). The main

result of our study is that, while Hermitian potentials of Pöschl–Teller or Kay–Moses type

loose their reflectionless property when deformed, non-Hermitian Kramers-Kronig potentials

remain one-way reflectionless under a broad class of deformations in space or time. Such

a result indicates the supremacy of non-Hermitian reflectionless potentials over Hermitian

ones, paving the way toward the synthesis of a novel class of reflectionless structures. Specif-

ically, we consider the case of a moving reflectionless potential for matter waves within a

complex extension of the Schrödinger equation (motion can be thought of as a deformation

over time), and spatial deformation of a reflectionless dielectric slab for electromagnetic

waves.

II. SCATTERING OF MATTER WAVES FROM A MOVING POTENTIAL

As a first example of reflectionless deformed potentials, we consider the scattering of

matter waves from a moving one-dimensional potential V (x); see Fig.1. The Schrödinger

equation describing the temporal evolution of the amplitude probability ψ(x, t) of matter

waves reads

ih̄
∂ψ(x, t)

∂t
=

[
− h̄2

2m

∂2

∂x2
+ V (x− x0(t))

]
ψ(x, t) (1)

where x0(t) is a rather arbitrary real-valued function of time t that describes the motion

of the potential, and V (x) → 0 as |x| → ±∞. We note that in ordinary non-relativistic
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the two cases considered in this work. (a–b) Typical wave packet scattering

from a moving potential V (x−x0(t)) that is reflectionless when stationary. At initial time t = 0 the

wave packet is localized on the far left of the scattering potential, and propagates in the forward

direction with a group velocity vg. In most cases the motion of the potential leads to a reflected

pulse. (c–d) A plane wave (here shown as TE polarized) incident onto a reflectionless graded

slab of permittivity ε(x). If the slab is deformed through displacing its centre as a function of y,

ε(x) → ε(x − x0(y)) then this typically causes the reflection and transmission to be much more

complicated.

quantum mechanics a moving quantum potential is found, for example, in laser-atom physics

when an atom interacts with an intense and high-frequency laser field [29–32], or in matter
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wave systems when ultracold atoms are trapped in a moving optical potential realized by

interference of chirped laser fields [33]. In the former case the Schrödinger equation (1) with

a moving potential describes the electron dynamics in the Kramers-Henneberger reference

frame [29, 32] - the rest frame of a classical electron in the laser field - where the atomic

core appears to oscillate at the frequency of the driving laser field and x0(t) describes the

quiver motion of the electron solely under the action of the external laser field. In fact, let

us consider the moving atom reference frame

x′ = x− x0(t) , t′ = t (2)

where the potential (i.e. the atom) is at rest. We now apply a gauge transformation to

transform the Schrödinger equation into this non–inertial reference frame (see e.g. [34])

φ(x′, t′) = ψ(x′, t′) exp

[
−imẋ0

h̄
x′ − i m

2h̄

∫ t′

0

dξẋ2
0(ξ)

]
(3)

(where the dot indicates the derivative with respect to time), the evolution equation for the

amplitude probability φ(x′, t′) reads

ih̄
∂φ(x′, t′)

∂t′
=

[
− h̄2

2m

∂2

∂x′2
+ V (x′)− F (t′)x′

]
φ(x′, t′) (4)

where F (t′) ≡ −mẍ0(t′). In the (x′, t′) reference frame, in addition to the stationary force

−(dV/dx′) the electron experiences the additional non-inertial force F (t′), which physi-

cally describes the dipole interaction with an external electric field E(t′) = −F (t′)/e =

(m/e)ẍ0(t′).

Owing to the Galilean invariance of the Schrödinger equation, the scattering and local-

ization properties of a uniformly moving potential, x0(t) = vt, are clearly the same as those

of the static (at rest) potential because the force F (t′) vanishes. Hence, if V (x) belongs to

the class of reflectionless potentials, the uniformly moving potential remains reflectionless.

However, for an accelerated motion this is not the case. For example, taking an oscillating

trajectory x0(t) = A cos(ωt) at high frequency ω = 2π/T , an application of Floquet the-

ory shows that to leading order the moving potential can be replaced by its time-average

static potential Vav(x) = (1/T )
∫ T

0
dtV (x − x0(t)). Since Vav(x) is generally different from

V (x), the scattering and localization properties of the static and rapidly oscillating poten-

tials are thus rather different. For Hermitian potentials, Floquet theory explains important

physical effects such as adiabatic stabilization in strong-field atomic physics [29–32, 35] and
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field-induced barrier transparency in resonant quantum tunneling [36, 37]. Note that if

V (x) belongs the class of reflectionless potentials, Vav(x) generally does not, so that the

reflectionless feature of the potential is generally lost when it is rapidly oscillated in time.

This is the case, for example, when the Pöschl–Teller potentials are oscillated in time; see

Fig.2. Conversely, if V (x) is a Kramers-Kronig reflectionless potential, i.e. if V (x) is an

analytic function in the half complex plane Im(x) ≥ 0, then it readily follows that Vav(x)

is a Kramers-Kronig potential as well, i.e. in this case the reflectionless property of the po-

tential is not lost. We wish now to prove that a Kramers–Kronig potential remains one-way

reflectionless for an arbitrary trajectory x0(t). To this aim, let us expand the wave function

ψ(x, t) as a superposition of plane waves (momentum representation)

ψ(x, t) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dkc(k, t) exp[ikx− iω(k)t] (5)

where k is the wave number and ω(k) = h̄k2/(2m) (the dispersion relation of the free

particle). Let us assume that V (x) admits of the Fourier decomposition

V (x) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dkV̂ (k) exp(ikx) (6)

with Fourier spectrum V̂ (k) = (1/2π)
∫
dxV (x) exp(−ikx). Substitution of Ansatz (5), into

Eq. (1) yields the following integro-differential equation for c(k, t)

ih̄
∂c(k, t)

∂t
=

∫ ∞
−∞

dqV̂ (q)c(k − q, t) exp[iω(k)t− iω(k − q)t− iqx0(t)] (7)

The scattering problem for an arbitrarily moving potential should be stated in terms of

time-dependent inelastic scattering theory, however for our purposes it is more convenient to

formulate the scattering problem in terms of wave packets (Fig.1) using Eq.(7) in momentum

representation to study the wave evolution. At initial time t = 0 we assume that ψ(x, 0)

describes a wave packet, localized far from the scattering potential on the far left side, with

carrier wave number k = k0, so that c(k, 0) is a narrow function of k at around k = k0; see

Fig.1. Far from the scattering potential, the wave packet moves from the left to the right

side with a group velocity vg = (dω/dk)k0 = h̄k0/m. Let us also assume that the incident

wave packet is composed by only positive wave numbers (progressive waves), i.e. c(k, 0) = 0

for k ≤ 0. Then, for any Kramers–Kronig potential, i.e. provided that V (x) is holomorphic

in the Im(x) ≥ 0 half complex plane, the moving potential is reflectionless for left incidence

side. In fact, for Kramers–Kronig potentials one has V̂ (q) = 0 for q < 0, and from Eq.(7) it
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FIG. 2. Wave packet scattering, for (a) left and (b) right incidence sides, from an oscillating

Pöschl–Teller potential V (x− x0(t)), with V (x) = −2/ cosh2(x/a), x0(t) = 10 cos(t/τ), h̄ = 1 and

m = 1. At initial time t = 0 the wave packet is a Gaussian distribution localized far from the

scattering potential and propagates with a group velocity vg = 1. The upper panels show the

temporal evolution of the probability distribution |ψ(x, t)|2 on a pseuodocolour map, whereas the

lower panels depict the probability distribution |ψ(x, t)|2 at time t = 100τ .

follows that the derivative of c(k, t) in time depends only on the values of c(ξ, t) for ξ ≤ 0.

Since c(k, 0) = 0 for any k ≤ 0, it follows that c(k, t) = 0 for k ≤ 0 at any arbitrary time

t > 0. This means that, at any time t, the wave packet spectrum c(k, t) is composed by only

positive spatial wave numbers k, and thus it can not give rise to any reflected wave packet

(this would obviously require excitation of negative wave number components). An example

of one-way reflectionless Kramers–Kronig moving potential, corresponding to an oscillatory

trajectory x0(t) = A cos(ωt) is shown in Fig.3.
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FIG. 3. As in Fig.2 (the moving potential is oscillatory x0(t) = A cos(t/τ) with A = 10), but for

the Kramers-Kronig potential V (x) = −1/(x/a+ i)2.

III. SCATTERING OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES FROM A DEFORMED

DIELECTRIC SLAB

There is a close relationship between the evolution of a Schrödinger wave in a moving

potential V (x−x0(t)), and the behaviour of an electromagnetic wave incident onto a graded

permittivity with a smoothly displaced centre, ε(x−x0(y)) (as shown in Fig. 1) [37]. To see

this analogy directly, consider the wave equation for the electric field Ez of TE polarized

radiation propagating in the x-y plane[
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+ k2

0ε(x− x0(y))

]
Ez(x, y) = 0 (8)

where k0 = ω/c is the free space wave–number. If the y–dependence of the profile is very slow

in space then we can write the electric field as a function of two scales Ez(x, y)→ Ez(x, y
′, y′′)

where y′ = k0y is associated with the oscillation of the wave, and y′′ = y/a with the scale

over which the profile is deformed significantly. Introducing these two scales into (8), one

finds to leading order in 1/a[
− 1

2k2
0

∂2

∂x2
+

1

2
[1− ε(x− x0(y′′))]

]
ϕ =

i

k0a

∂ϕ

∂y′′
(9)
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where Ez(x, y
′, y′′) = exp (iy′)ϕ(x, y′′). Equation (9) is of the same form as the Schrödinger

equation in a time dependent potential (1), with the time evolution of the potential V

being equivalent to the slow change of 1 − ε along the y–axis. Therefore all results given

in section II hold for monochromatic electromagnetic waves close to grazing incidence onto

a slowly deformed slab of graded material. In particular, complex profiles satisfying the

spatial Kramers–Kronig relations will remain reflectionless from one side, even if they are

slowly deformed.

In the context of optics this result is far less suprising than in quantum mechanics. In

contrast to our exact results for the Schrödinger equation, equation (9) is only valid when

k0a � 1. This is equivalent to an adiabatic approximation, where the potential is changed

much more slowly than the oscillation of the wave. In such an adiabatic regime we would

not in any case have expected the spatial dependence of the potential to generate any

additional reflection. The obvious question is whether a non–adiabatic deformation of a

Kramers–Kronig potential generates any reflection.

Given the z invariance of our system we can decompose our electromagnetic field into

TE and TM polarizations, with Ez and Hz obeying the following equations

∇2Ez + k2
0ε(x− x0(y))Ez = 0 (TE)

∇ · 1

ε(x− x0(y))
∇Hz + k2

0Hz = 0 (TM) (10)

By construction the function ε(x) is analytic in the upper half complex position plane and

can thus be written as

ε(x) = 1 +

∫ ∞
0

dk

2π
ε̃(k)eikx (11)

Assuming it is also free of zeros (if it is not then our results only apply for TE polarization),

we can continuously displace both of the equations (10) from the real line to x′ = x1 + ix2,

where the fixed value of x2 is positive and very large. On this line the permittivity is very

close to unity and very slowly changing with position (i.e. the value of the integral (11)

decreases in magnitude, with the higher Fourier components being heavily damped out).

The adiabatic approximation will therefore become arbitrarily accurate on the whole of this

line with increasing x2, and the reflection from the profile must becomes vanishingly small

(see [22] for a more detailed discussion). However, if we return to the real line x2 = 0 and

consider waves incident from the left of this profile we know in general that on the far left
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FIG. 4. A source of TE polarized radiation is situated away from a deformed slab of a Kramers–

Kronig medium, designed to be reflectionless from the left ε(x, y) = 1 − a/(x − x0(y) + ia)3,

where a = λ/5 and x0(y) = λ sin(πy/λ). Panel (a) shows the numerically calculated (COMSOL

multiphysics) time–averaged field of a source on the left of the medium, x = −6λ, and (b) for

a source on the right, x = 6λ. Panels (c) and (d) show the real and imaginary parts of the

permittivity of the deformed profile.

x1 → −∞ we have incident plus scattered waves e.g.

Ez(x, y) ∼ ei(kxx+kyy) +

∫ ∞
−∞

dKy

2π
r(Ky, ky)e

−i
√
k20−K2

yxeiKyy′ (12)

where r(Ky, ky) is the scattering coefficient, coupling different angles of propagation through

the deformed profile ε(x − x0(y)). If we displace this result from the real line up to the

same large value of x2 then we see that the second term in (12) becomes exponentially

large, swamping the incident field. This contradicts the behaviour we predicted, where the
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reflection ought to vanish with increasing x2. The only resolution to this paradox is if the

scattering is exactly zero on the real line, in which case it is also zero throughout the upper

half position plane. A permittivity profile obeying the spatial Kramers–Kronig relations

must therefore remain reflectionless from one side, even if it is deformed through an arbitrary

y–dependent displacement of its centre. Figs 4 and 5 show a numerical demonstration of

this result.

FIG. 5. Fourier magnitude of the scattered part of the electric field Ez,s = Ez − Ez,0 (Ez,0 is the

field of the line source in an empty simulation domain). Panel (a) corresponds to figure 4a, showing

no back–scattering from the slab, and (b) to figure 4b, illustrating very strong back–scattering and

weak forward scattering.

Through a consideration of the above analyticity argument, it is also evident that other

kinds of deformation can be applied without inducing any reflection. We now consider a

family of deformations obtained through replacing the argument of the planar permittivity

profile x with a new function X(x, y), the planar profile becoming a function of both x and

y. These deformations must be such that the introduction of the y dependence ε(X) =

ε(X(x, y)) does not change the analyticity of the permittivity in the upper half plane of the

complex variable x. In other words the function X(x, y) must be a conformal map depending

on the parameter y, but always mapping the upper half x plane to the upper half X plane,

with Im[X]→∞ as x2 →∞.

Our procedure for finding such a family of functions X is illustrated in Fig. 6. We first use
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FIG. 6. Schematic of the sequence of conformal transformations applied to obtain the deformation

function X(x, y) (15). (a) The upper half complex position plane is first mapped onto the unit

disk (x2 → ∞ being mapped into the region close to w = 1). (b) A second transformation then

moves around the points on the unit disk in a way that is dependent on the y coordinate, while

keeping the point w = 1 fixed. (c) Finally the unit disk is mapped back to the upper half complex

position plane.

a Möbius transformation to map the upper half x plane to the unit disk of the w plane [38]

w(x) =
x− i

x+ i
, x(w) = i

(
1 + w

1− w

)
(13)

where x2 →∞ is mapped to the vicinity of w = 1. We now perform a second transformation

w → w′ that maps the unit circle to itself, keeping the point w = 1 fixed [39]

w′(x, y) = eiφ

(
wn(x)− η(y)

η?(y)wn(x)− 1

)
(14)

where n is a positive integer, φ = π − 2arg[η − 1], and the arbitrary function η(y) has a

modulus less than unity |η(y)| < 1. Performing the inverse map given in (13) then yields

the desired family of deformations that can be applied to the potential while keeping it

reflectionless from one side:

X(x, y) =

(
i

1− |η|2

)
[2η? − 1− |η|2](x− i)n + [2η − 1− |η|2](x+ i)n

(x− i)n − (x+ i)n
(15)
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For the case where n = 1, this rather complicated x and y dependence reduces to a simple

scaling and displacement of the profile

n = 1 : X(x, y) =
|1− η(y)|2

1− |η(y)|2
x+

2Im[η(y)]

1− |η(y)|2

=
1

σ(y)
[x− x0(y)] (16)

demonstrating that we can not only displace the profile as an arbitrary function of y, but

at the same time can squash and stretch it without introducing any reflection. The more

complicated cases of n = 2, 3 reveals the general pattern in (15)

n = 2 : X(x, y) =
1

σ(y)

[(
x− 1

x

)
− x0(y)

]

n = 3 : X(x, y) =
1

σ(y)

[(
x3 − 3x

3x2 − 1

)
− x0(y)

]
(17)

These are again y–dependent displacements plus scaling, but in both cases the variable

x has been replaced with a function that returns a complex number in the upper half

plane when x is in the upper half plane. The same behaviour is evident for all n, with

X having the general form X(x, y) = σ(y)[x′(x) − x0(y)] where x′(x) is a conformal map

of the upper half position plane to itself. Fig. 7 demonstrates an example of a combined

scaling and displacement operation, applied to design an absorbing ‘coating’ that removes

the scattering from a metallic wedge. We note that the above analysis may explain why the

Kramers–Kronig relations function so well as absorbing coatings on sharp corners, as shown

in the numerical simulations of [28].

As a final comment, we analyse the wave scattering problem of a deformed slab for

the Helmholtz equation (8) through employing a coordinate transformation, similar to the

Kramers-Henneberger reference frame transformation for the Schrödinger equation, that

makes the dielectric profile flat. For example

x′ = 1
σ(y)

[x− x0(y)]

y′ = y
,

x = σ(y′)x′ + x0(y′)

y = y′
(18)

deforms the profiles discussed above to ordinary planar ones ε(x′). As is well established in

the theory of transformation optics [40, 41], such a coordinate transformation is equivalent to

the introduction of an inhomogeneous anisotropic medium into the x′, y′ coordinate system:

i.e. the deformed slab in empty space has the same influence on electromagnetic waves as
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a flat slab embedded in a material. Assuming that the x − y coordinate system contains

the profile ε(x, y), the equivalent medium in the x′− y′ coordinate system (18) has in–plane

relative permeability and permittivity equal to

ε(x′, y′) = ε(x′)
√
gg−1 =

ε(x′)

σ

1 + (σ̇x′ + ẋ0)2 −σ(σ̇x′ + ẋ0)

−σ(σ̇x′ + ẋ0) σ2


µ(x′, y′) =

√
gg−1 (19)

where ẋ0 = ∂x0/∂y
′, σ̇ = ∂σ/∂y′ and the metric tensor of the transformation g is equal to

g =

(
∂x

∂x′

)T

·
(
∂x

∂x′

)
=

 σ2 σ(σ̇x′ + ẋ0)

σ(σ̇x′ + ẋ0) 1 + (σ̇x′ + ẋ0)2

 (20)

The out of plane components are εzz =
√
gε and µzz =

√
g. Therefore a corollary of the

above results is that there are planar profiles that are inhomogeneous, anisotropic, and

complex, and are reflectionless. This is irrespective of the fact that these anisotropic media

are inhomogeneous in both x′ and y′ coordinates.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Reflectionless potentials represent an important class of scatteringless systems in classical

and quantum physics. Such potentials, originally introduced in some pioneering works by

Pöschl and Teller and Kay and Moses [1, 2], play a major role in the theory of solitons

in nonlinear physics and in supersymmetric theory of quantum mechanics. Reflectionless

potentials are commonly introduced in the framework of Hermitian systems, where inverse

scattering methods provide powerful means to synthesize with a surprising amount of free-

dom transparent potentials with an arbitrary number of independent parameters. Recently,

great interest has been devoted to the synthesis and experimental realization of reflection-

less potentials that are non-Hermitian [11–20]. Non–Hermitian potentials include regions of

space where the wave is locally either amplified or absorbed, and this opens up new ways to

control wave scattering. For instance, to transmit without back–scattering, a lossless poten-

tial must guide the wave energy around an object, whereas a non-Hermitian potential may

absorb the energy on one side, putting it back on the other. In addition, in comparison to

Hermitian reflectionless potentials, non-Hermitian ones generally show a different behavior,
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for example they can be reflectionless only unidirectionally, thus opening up new ways to

control and engineer wave scattering.

In this work we have disclosed an important property of reflectionless non-Hermitian po-

tentials, which is not shared by their Hermitian counterparts, namely their robustness to

deformation in space or time. Specifically, we have shown that the class of non-Hermitian

potentials with a profile satisfying the spatial Kramers–Kronig relations [20] remain reflec-

tionless after certain space or time deformation. The physical mechanism underlying this

property is very similar to that explained in [20]: the potential is made up of only positive

Fourier components (and is thus necessarily complex valued), and is so unable to reduce the

momentum of a right propagating wave, whatever order of scattering process we consider.

This property is not disturbed by the motion of the potential, or for certain deformations

of the potential in space. We have demonstrated this by considering, as a first simplest

case, scattering of matter waves from an arbitrarily moving Kramers–Kronig potential. We

have then extended our analysis to electromagnetic waves by considering wave scattering

from a deformed slab of reflectionless dielectric material. Using conformal mapping meth-

ods, a rather broad class of spatial deformation, including the case where the potential is

both scaled and has its centre displaced as an arbitrary function of position, has been intro-

duced. Numerical simulations corroborate the analytical theory and demonstrate that the

back–scattering from these deformed profiles remains zero, even for extreme deformations.

At this point we should emphasize that while the potentials remain reflectionless after

being deformed in space or time, the other scattering characteristics do change. For example

if we consider a rapidly oscillating potential (using the theory developed in section II), then to

leading order the wave will ‘see’ a time averaged potential Veff(x) = T−1
∫ T

0
dtV (x − x0(t))

(T the modulation period). We can immediately see that if V (x) is a Kramers–Kronig

potential, then so is Veff(x), guaranteeing zero back–scattering for incidence from one side.

However, the shape of the two potentials is different, meaning that the remaining scattering

characteristics such as the transmission and the scattering for incidence from the other side

will be different.

Our results suggest the supremacy of non-Hermitian Kramers–Kronig potentials over

their Hermitian counterparts, providing a new route toward wave scattering control and

engineer with potential applications to e.g. reflectionless optical coatings for surfaces with

sharp edges [28].
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FIG. 7. (a) A metal wedge of a size on the order of the wavelength strongly scatters electromagnetic

radiation. (b) The Fourier transform of the scattered field (defined as in Fig. 5) shows scattering in

all directions, with the strong forward scattering evident due to the shadow behind the object. (c–d)

Covering the metal wedge in the deformed analytic profile shown in the sub–panels removes all the

back scattering. In this case the profile is entirely lossy with ε(X) = 1−1/(X/a+i) with a = λ/20

and X(x, y) defined as in (16) with x0(y) = 2λ+ |y| and σ(y) = 1
4(1− sign(y−yc))(1+sign(y+yc))

(yc = 3λ/2).
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